Quantitative assays for cell fusion.
Cell fusion would seem to be obviously recognizable upon visual inspection, and many studies employ a simple microscopic fusion index to quantify the rate and extent of fusion in cell culture. However, when cells are not in monolayers or when there is a large background of multinucleation through failed cytokinesis, cell-cell fusion can only be proven by mixing of cell contents. Furthermore, determination of the microscopic fusion index must generally be carried out manually, creating opportunities for unintended observer bias and limiting the numbers of cells assayed and therefore the statistical power of the assay. Strategies for making assays dependent on fusion and independent of visual observation are critical to increasing the accuracy and throughput of screens for molecules that control cell fusion. A variety of in vitro biochemical and nonbiochemical techniques have been developed to assay and monitor fusion events in cultured cells. In this chapter, we briefly discuss several in vitro fusion assays, nearly all based on systems of two components that interact to create a novel assayable signal only after cells fuse. We provide details for the use of one example of such a system, intracistronic complementation of beta-galactosidase activity by mutants of Escherichia coli lacZ, which allows for either cell-by-cell microscopic assay of cell fusion or quantitative and kinetic detection of cell fusions in whole populations. In addition, we describe a combination of gene knock-down protocols with this assay to study factors required for myoblast fusion.